Identity of the Heart (A Hidden Hearts Novel) (Volume 1)

After Marcus Brolens best friend, Rogue
Bentancourt, swears that guys arent
interested in trying to keep up with her
busy schedule as an apprentice in his tattoo
shop and art student with some modeling
and waitressing thrown in on the side to
make ends meet, he signs her up for an
online dating service aptly named
BrainsRSexy.com.After all, it wont be all
that weird...right? Hell be there to play her
wingman as always. Even though he and
Rogue have never had chemistry, she
deserves the absolute best and he planned
to help her find her perfect guy. When
Computer Security Expert, Tristan
Macklin, was hired by Ivy Love Montclair,
to figure out whats happened to her dating
profile, he quickly concluded that the
problem went much deeper than a simple
computer glitch and was really an issue of
the Identity of the Heart.
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